Abstract.-Fossil-based estimates of diversity and evolutionary dynamics mainly rely on the study of morphological variation. Unfortunately, organism remains are often altered by post-mortem taphonomic processes such as weathering or distortion. Such a loss of information often prevents quantitative multivariate description and statistically-controlled comparisons of extinct species based on morphometric data. A common way to deal with missing data involves imputation methods that directly fill the missing cases with model estimates. Over the last years, several empirically-determined thresholds for the maximum acceptable proportion of missing values have been proposed in the literature, whereas other studies showed that this limit actually depends on various properties of the study data set and of the selected imputation method, and is by no way generalizable. We evaluate the relative performances of seven multiple imputation (MI) techniques through a simulation-based analysis under three distinct patterns of missing data distribution. Overall, Fully Conditional Specification and Expectation-Maximization algorithms provide the best compromises between imputation accuracy and coverage probability. MI techniques appear remarkably robust to the violation of basic assumptions such as the occurrence of taxonomically or anatomically biased patterns of missing data distribution, making differences in simulation results between the three patterns of missing data distribution much smaller than differences between the individual MI techniques. Based on these results, rather than proposing a new (set of) threshold value(s), we develop an approach combining the use of MIs with procrustean superimposition of principal component analysis results, in order to directly visualize the effect of individual missing data imputation on an ordinated space. We provide an R function for users to implement the proposed procedure.
Missing data are relatively common in biological sciences such as morphometrics, most particularly when dealing with paleontological or archeological material due to its exposure to taphonomic processes (Holt and Benfer 2000; Strauss et al. 2003, Strauss and Atanassov 2006; Couette and White 2010; Brown et al. 2012) . Fossil remains are often altered by post-mortem constraints as shearing, crushing, and breaking, which may dramatically affect extremities and delicate parts of otherwise fossilizable elements (Holt and Benfer 2000; Brown et al. 2012) . Such a loss of information is highly penalizing when studying fossil material, where morphology is the only information available to distinguish systematic units and to describe evolutionary dynamics. Multivariate morphometrics (whether linear measurement-based or geometric coordinate-based) are now widely used to account for the morphological (size and shape) variations of homologous objects, but statisticallycontrolled systematic comparison is prevented when such data are affected by missing values. This limitation is due to the multivariate procedures themselves (e.g., ordination techniques such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Discriminant Factor Analysis (DFA), Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA), or clustering techniques such as Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) or NeighborJoining), which basically require the use of complete cases (Strauss et al. 2003) . Unfortunately, in most studies even a small proportion of missing values can lead to a drastic reduction of the data set. For instance, in Rhode and Arriaza's (2006) study of human cranial measurements, as little as 5% missing data as a whole actually affected 50% of the sampled specimens.
The easiest and most common approach when dealing with missing data is to focus the multivariate analysis on complete cases, removing the missing values by specimen and/or variable deletion-the so-called available-case, or pairwise deletion method. Such an approach seems reasonable when deleted cases are not too abundant, making the resulting restricted sample large enough to reliably reflect the original data set structure and variability, a not-so-frequent situation when dealing with fossil material. Indeed, a variable with a high rate of missing values, leading to its removal from the analysed data set, may actually be highly relevant for the biological characterization of the morphometric space. The primary effects of these sample-size restrictions are a loss of statistical power in analyses performed on such reduced data sets (Cardini and Elton 2007; Nagawaka and Freckleton 2008) , and the generation of substantial biases caused by truncating the data set's variability structure (e.g., ecologic or taxonomic). For instance, some fossil specimens (e.g., from smaller or slender species) are frequently more taphonomically altered than other ones, and thus less well represented in morphometric data sets (Behrensmeyer et al. 1979 (Behrensmeyer et al. , 2000 Holt and Benfer 2000; Soligo and Andrews 2005; Andrews 2006 ; Le Fur et al. 2009 Brown et al. 2013) . Accordingly, Strauss and Atanassov (2006) proposed a pairwise selection technique to determine the best complete subset of specimens that optimizes the statistical properties of the submatrix with respect to the original data set. This 204 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 63 approach provides the most stable statistical results, but there is no guarantee that the selected data produce the most meaningful biological interpretation (Strauss and Atanassov 2006) .
Alternatively, few multivariate methods allowing for the direct use of incomplete data sets are currently available, all of them showing low statistical power. For instance, Feldesman (2002) proposed to use a non-parametric method such as binary recursive partitioning, which does not require special treatment of the missing values, instead of linear discriminant analysis in classification/prediction problems. A distance-based approach using Gower's distance modified for missing data (Gower 1971) can also be worked out, either in an ordination or clustering problem, or in a non-parametric MANOVA-like design (Anderson 2001; Legendre and Legendre 2012) . Nevertheless, this approach is known to give biased results when compared with estimation methods (Brown et al. 2012) .
To overcome most of these problems, several imputation procedures have been proposed in order to replace the missing values by estimated scores. The basic techniques are single-imputation (SI) methods such as mean substitution or regression-based predictions. Unfortunately, these approaches tend to reduce descriptors' variances and covariances, and to erase inter-specimen relations as a consequence of data homogenization (Holt and Benfer 2000; Feldesman 2002; Nagawaka and Freckleton 2008) .
Over the last three decades, more efficient and sophisticated computational methods of imputation, using Maximum Likelihood (ML) and ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithms, have been developed (Dempster et al. 1977 ) and tested on morphometric data sets (Strauss et al. 2003; Couette and White 2010; Brown et al. 2012) . As these methods directly estimate parameters by accounting for missing data distribution, and because of the highly inter-correlated nature of morphometric variables (Escarguel 2005) , imputation methods are well-suited for dealing with missing data in morphometrics and clearly outperform non-estimation approaches in most cases (Brown et al. 2012) . Unfortunately, they show sample specific, hardly generalizable characteristics. For instance, the upper limit for an acceptable percentage of missing values in a given morphometric data set (i.e., the threshold over which the estimation methods experience a dramatic error increase) ranges from 15% (Couette and White 2010) and 20% (Holt and Benfer 2000) up to 50% (Strauss et al. 2003) , or to different values depending on the imputation technique and on the pattern of missing data distribution within the analysed data set (Brown et al. 2012) .
Although ML and EM SI techniques show generally less biased estimates than mean or regression imputation and non-estimation approaches in simulation studies (e.g., Brown et al. 2012) , the reliability of imputed specimens remains difficult to assess in real-case studies. This raises a major issue: how to know if an imputed value adds more information than noise in a given data set? Powerful and more flexible multiple imputation (MI) techniques were developed to address this issue (Rubin 1987; Schafer 1997; Schafer and Olsen 1998) . Briefly, MI is operating as a combination of m (>1) SIs of the same data set through Monte Carlo procedures. The resulting variability of estimated values between the m imputed data sets (not available with SI techniques) accounts for the uncertainty in the missing data estimates with respect to the "true", but unknown, missing value. Whereas applications of MI in the medical and social sciences have been widely discussed (Little and Rubin 1989; Rubin and Schenker 1991; van Buuren et al. 1999; van Buuren 2007; Marshall et al. 2009 Marshall et al. , 2010 Spratt et al. 2010) , applications in morphometrics remain scarce, with most of the few studies using MI focusing on an averaged imputed data set and not taking into account the specific information provided by the m imputed data sets (e.g., Rhode and Arriaza 2006; Botha and Angielczyk 2007; Glantz et al. 2009; Raj 2010, Bernal et al. 2010) .
Rather than providing a new (set of) threshold limit(s), the present study reports results of simulations that aimed to assess the performance of different MI techniques to estimate the error associated with the imputation procedure. Our approach relies on the fact that most multivariate morphometric analyses are done by ordination of individuals within reduced spaces rather than through modeling studies where MI is used to estimate the reliability of the model regression coefficients. We illustrate our approach by estimating individuals' uncertainty due to the imputed values within a reduced multivariate space, using seven distinct MI techniques, and based on an initially complete, artificially altered morphometric data set. The simulated patterns of missing data distribution were elaborated using random distribution as well as more realistic non-random processes (Brown et al. 2012) . Thus, the present study aims at comparing distinct MI techniques in terms of accuracy and precision of the imputationbased individual coordinates in a reduced space. Finally, we discuss a graphical method to display individuals' confidence intervals in a reduced space, and thus to visually assess the error introduced by MIs on incomplete specimens.
MATERIALS
We focused our study on linear measurement rather than geometric coordinate data because: (i) linear measurement data sets including missing values have been extensively elaborated and published over the last few decades in both paleontological and archeological contexts, generating a huge amount of paleobiological information still waiting, in most cases, for proper imputation protocols prior to in-depth quantitative analyses; and (ii) more fundamentally, linear measurements allow the construction of logarithmic morphometric spaces where hypotheses FIGURE 1. Flowchart of the procedure used to compute the PSSE between the original (complete) data set and the averaged MI-data set estimated by a given MI technique.
of proportional (isometric) or non-proportional (allometric) growth and evolutionary changes can be directly tested (Houle et al. 2011; Voje and Hansen 2013) .
MI-based individual confidence intervals in a reduced space were generated using the recent crocodilian crania data set elaborated by Brown et al. (2012) . This complete data set contains 226 specimens and 23 variables representing linear cranial measurements (Brown et al. 2012: fig. 1 ). As it is mainly composed of recent specimens, it is well-defined taxonomically, which allows for testing the effect of taxonomic bias in the pattern of data removal. In addition, sampled specimens and taxa span a large range of body size; this allows the testing of imputation method performances when allometry occurs. This makes this data set particularly well-suited to artificially introduce various distributional patterns of missing values and to evaluate the robustness of MI techniques to such data loss (Brown et al. 2012) . Although Schafer and Olsen (1998) suggest to log-transform data before the imputation procedure in order to restore normality of right-skewed variables, we performed analyses on raw measurements: (i) for consistency with the previous study by Brown et al. (2012); and (ii) to assess the performances of the MI methods when allometry occurs. As a first attempt to evaluate the relative performance of MI methods with 206 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 63 a smaller data set (i.e., lower specimen/variable ratio, making MI methods potentially less accurate due to the loss of among-specimen variability information), this initial data set was randomly reduced to 80 specimens to form a second data set. This size was empirically determined for this data set as the lowest possible one for which most MI techniques still produced results up to ∼25% of missing values.
METHODS
All simulations and statistical analyses were performed on a SGI Altix Xe 320 Cluster with a Linux platform, using a 64-bit version of the open access R-2.15.0 (Ihaka and Gentleman 1996; R Development Core Team 2005) . R libraries used in the imputation simulations are: MICE (van Buuren and GroothuisOudshoorm 2011), Hmisc (Harrell 2012) , Amelia II (Honaker et al. 2011) , missMDA (Josse et al. 2011) , Norm (Novo 2009 ), and pcaMethods (Stacklies et al. 2007 ). All these libraries propose different MI techniques listed below. The processes of missing data introduction prior to imputation simulations were performed using the "sample" function of the base package, and the LOST package (Brown et al. 2012) . All these packages are freely available online from the CRAN (Comprehensive R Archive Network; http://www.rproject.org) and on Bioconductor for the pcaMethods package (http://www.bioconductor.org). The use of various methods combined in the R software provides an easy way for all researchers to use the imputation methods tested here in their own work.
Missing Data Mechanism
All the simulations were conducted under MCAR (missing completely at random) or MNAR (missing not at random) mechanisms of data loss. The MCAR mechanism was implemented using the "sample" function from the base package in R (Matsumoto et al. 2006) . Two distinct MNAR mechanisms were implemented using the functions "obliterator" and "byclade" from the LOST package (Brown et al. 2012) in order to simulate more realistic, anatomically or taxonomically biased distribution patterns of missing data distribution. An anatomical bias ("obliterator" function) was generated by preferentially degrading anatomical regions as defined by their spatial organization, based on the 3D-coordinate's landmarks identifying the starting and end points of each morphometric measurement. These 3D coordinates were acquired on a skull of Crocodylus porosus (R6142) stored in the Cambridge University Museum of Zoology. A taxonomic bias was generated by primarily degrading taxa that are less represented in the sample. For each imputation method, data removal was independently repeated 1000 times for each missing data pattern (one MCAR and two MNAR) by degrading the complete sample by steps of 5% up to 50% missing values. Imputation Methods One SI and seven MI methods were evaluated and compared (Table 1) . Methods with different mathematical strategies and imputation models were selected in order to evaluate the relative efficiency of the main current ways to produce MIs. The MI techniques we used include:
• a data augmentation (DA) approach, assuming a joint multivariate normal distribution (Schafer 1997) as implemented in the Norm package;
• two techniques imputing incomplete multivariate data by Fully Conditional Specification (FCS), one with a Bayesian regression switching ("norm") and one with predictive mean matching after regression switching ("pmm"), both implemented in the MICE V2.0 package (van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorm 2011);
• an approach using the bootstrap-based EM algorithm as available in the Amelia II package (King et al. 2001; Honaker et al. 2011 );
• an approach using a PCA model with a bootstrap procedure on the residuals in order to reflect the uncertainty of the unknown parameters, using the missMDA package (Josse et al. 2011 );
• the Hmisc package (Harrell 2001 (Harrell , 2012 which uses additive regression, bootstrapping, and a predictive mean matching (PMM) method with weighted probability sampling of donors.
In addition, we considered only one SI technique, the Bayesian PCA, using the function "bpca" in the pcaMethods package (Stacklies et al. 2007 ). This method gave the best results among three SI techniques (a priori size regression, correlated variable regression, and Bayesian PCA) in a previous study based on the same complete data set (Brown et al. 2012) ; it is used here as a baseline for comparison with MI techniques. The number of dimensions considered when using the MI-PCA technique has a crucial impact on the accuracy of the estimates (Josse et al. 2011) . Hence, simulations were performed from two (lowest value) up to six dimensions (Supplementary Material S1.1, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.f0b50), but results are presented here only for two dimensions, representing the simplest parameterization of the imputation model. This choice is justified with respect to most realcase studies where the complete data set is unknown, preventing the use of a simulation-based approach to identify the number of principal components which simultaneously optimize accuracy and coverage probability.
For all MI techniques, simulations were run by setting the number of MIs to m = 5, and then to m = 20 in order to check outputs for stability. Simulation results from these two m-values were qualitatively similar, so we illustrate hereafter only the simulation outputs for m = 5 (results for m = 20 are given as Supplementary Material S1.3, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.f0b50), a small value suggested by most previous publications on MI (e.g., Rubin 1987; Schafer 1997; Schafer and Olsen 1998; Little and Rubin 2002 , and references therein; but see results below, suggesting that at least in some cases, m = 5 may be too small to satisfactorily estimate the error introduced by the imputation procedure).
Parameter estimates in the EM method worked out by the Amelia II package (Table 1) are heavily constrained by the ratio between the numbers of specimens and variables. Here, the maximum proportion of missing data reached in the full, 226-specimen data set was 25% for the MCAR mechanism and the MNAR mechanism under taxonomic bias, and 30% for the MNAR under anatomic bias. For the same reason, in the reduced, 80-specimen data set, this algorithm stopped before reaching a sufficient number of replicates, and results are thus not reported. Similarly, the algorithm used in Hmisc package stopped before reaching a reasonable number of replicates at a maximum proportion of missing data under MNAR/anatomic bias of 40% with "Hmisc-pmm" and 35% for "Hmisc-reg" in the full data set. With the reduced data set, "Hmisc-reg" reached 20% of missing data under all data removal mechanisms, whereas "Hmisc-pmm" reached 20% under MNAR/anatomic bias and 25% under MCAR and MNAR/taxonomic bias. We also get an insufficient number of replicates for "Mice-norm" and "Norm" on the reduced data set with more than 45% and 25% of missing data under MNAR/anatomic bias, respectively.
Accuracy of the Imputation Methods
In order to estimate the relative ability of the studied MI techniques to generate accurate estimates of the missing data, the m imputed data sets obtained by a given method were first averaged to form a single imputed data set. A PCA was then performed on this averaged imputed data set and on the original (unaltered) data set. The two PCA results were finally compared in order to evaluate the overall error produced by the imputation procedure. Rather than the mean squared error between the two sets of PCA coordinates (e.g., Strauss et al. 2003; Couette and White 2010) , the PCA coordinates were compared through Procrustes transformation in order to obtain an optimal superimposition between the two multivariate configurations (Fig. 1) . The Procrustes sum of squared error (PSSE) was then calculated as the sum of the Procrustes residuals to determine a goodnessof-fit statistic (Gower and Dijksterhuis 2004; Schneider and Borlund 2007) . Such an approach is commonly used for transformed-matrix comparisons (e.g., Peres Neto and Jackson 2001; Rohlf 2003) ; it is particularly well-suited to quantitatively compare the effect on the PCA results of imputation procedures with different patterns of missing data distribution (Brown et al. 2012) . Both original and imputed matrices were rescaled after initial translation to achieve a standardized PSSE ranging between 0 and 1 and directly reflecting the fit between the two PCA configurations (Schneider and Borlund 2007) .
Estimating the MI-SE
To assess the accuracy of the MI estimates, that is, to reflect the uncertainty introduced in individuals' PCA coordinates by the imputation procedure, the combining rules of Rubin (1987) were adapted to the PSSE in order to calculate the standard error (SE) of each simulation. The between-imputation variance is first calculated as the sum of squared differences between the averaged MI-data set PCA coordinates and the PCA coordinates of each of the m MI-data sets. Based on MI basic principles (Rubin 1987; Schafer 1997; Schafer and Olsen 1998; Little and Rubin 2002) , such between-imputation variance is positively related to the PSSE value between the PCA coordinates of the averaged imputed data set and the original (unaltered) data set.
First, a new Procrustes sum of squared error statistic (hereafter called PSSE ) is calculated between each of the m MI-data sets PCA configurations and the averaged MI-data set PCA configuration (Fig. 2) . Then, the between-imputation variance is obtained as
and the within-imputation variance is
n−1 , and n is the number of specimens in the data set. Hence, the total variance T is calculated as
208 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 63 FIGURE 2. Flowchart of the procedure used to compute the PSSE between the averaged MI-data set and the m MI-data sets estimated by a given MI technique. This procedure allows estimating the SE of missing value estimates due to the MI technique.
Finally, the SE is calculated as SE = √ T, and a ∼95% confidence interval is obtained as ±2 √ T.
Analysis of Simulation Results
In all simulations, PSSE was recorded for each of the 1000 replicates, as well as the total variance for each MI technique. The median PSSE for each set of 1000 replicates and for each simulated proportion of missing data was reported, and plotted against the proportion of missing data for each imputation method under the three simulated patterns of missing data distributions.
To assess whether or not the 95% confidence intervals of individuals' PCA coordinates (based on an averaged MI-data set PCA) contain the expected individuals' PCA coordinates (computed from the original data set), we estimated the overall coverage probability, for each of the seven MI techniques and percentage of missing data, by counting the proportion of 95% confidence intervals over the 1000 replicates that include the expected individual's PCA coordinates. Such a coverage estimate is a mean relative proxy of the MI technique ability to provide accurate estimates of the missing values. Indeed, as further discussed below, a high coverage value will relate to an efficient MI technique only if associated with a low PSSE value. Conversely, a high coverage combined with a high PSSE will actually illustrate a poor MI result where 95% confidence limits around average imputed values encompass a large range of the data, including original values. Alternatively, a low coverage combined with a high PSSE will point to an MI technique which steadily returns imputed coordinates systematically departing from the expected ones.
Representation of the Estimated Error
Although the computation of the PSSE and coverage probability values associated with the PCA configuration of an averaged MI-data set allows for the comparison of the different MI techniques and an overall estimate of the reliability of the MI results, this approach does not identify those individual specimens with unreliable PCA coordinates due to MI inconsistencies. Indeed, in most paleontological or archeological morphometric analyses, populations are represented by few specimens for whom it may be interesting to evaluate the uncertainty introduced by the imputation procedure. In ordination techniques as currently used in morphometric studies (e.g., PCA), the level to which an introduced error can be considered acceptable directly depends on the proportion of total variance explained by the considered components, as well as the biological meaning of a potential shift in the reduced space. Procrustes superimposition enables a graphical assessment of the matching between two or more configurations (Peres Neto and Jackson 2001; Schneider and Borlund 2007) . Here we propose to use ordinary Procrustes analysis (OPA) by matching the configuration of each of the m imputed data sets to the configuration of the averaged MI-data set (Peres Neto and Jackson 2001) . In this way, it becomes possible to visualize the relative uncertainty introduced by the imputation procedure (Josse et al. 2011 ). An R function (Supplementary Material S2, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.f0b50) was developed in order to display confidence ellipses representing the dispersion of the m imputed data sets around the configuration of the averaged MI-data set after Procrustes superimposition. For illustration purposes, simulations were done on the full (226 specimens) and reduced (80 specimens) data sets by introducing 10% of missing data under MNAR/anatomic bias in both cases.
Testing the Effect of the Number m of MIs
As suggested by some authors (e.g., Horton and Lipsitz 2001; Graham et al. 2007 ), more than m = 5 imputations as classically proposed (e.g., Rubin 1987) should be performed. Stability of MI estimates for PCA configurations of morphometric data was evaluated by further simulations for different number of MIs. An arbitrary level of 10% missing data was first randomly removed. Then, the incomplete data set was imputed 1000 times with a new starting seed value at each iteration for m = 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 50 imputations. This simulation was repeated for all the MI techniques, and associated PSSE were reported in each case.
RESULTS

Relative Performances of the Imputation Methods
The simulation results using the different imputation methods are presented over the three patterns of missing data distribution (MCAR, MNAR/anatomic bias, and MNAR/taxonomic bias) for the full (226 specimens) and reduced (80 specimens) data sets. All the imputation methods show similar results with missing data introduced at random (MCAR) or under MNAR/taxonomic bias, indicating that the betweenspecimen distribution of missing values does not affect the behavior of these MI techniques (Fig. 3) . On the other hand, results based on an MNAR/anatomic bias pattern of missing data distribution show a different relation between PSSE and the percentage of missing data, with steeper relations below 25% of missing values and flatter relations above 30%, leading to slightly larger PSSE values below 40% of missing values, and markedly smaller PSSE values above.
Based on the full data set, the MI techniques "Amelia", "Norm", and "Mice", show a relatively similar response for the three patterns of missing data distribution, whereas the SI BPCA technique shows a lower error level under MNAR/anatomic bias than under MCAR or MNAR/taxonomic bias from 35% of missing data onward (Fig. 3) . The two "Hmisc" techniques show an important amount of error when compared with other MI techniques under MNAR/anatomic bias from 10% of missing data onward (Fig. 3c,f) . Under this mechanism of missing data distribution, they fail to estimate the error values beyond 35% and 40% of missing data Median of the distributions of the PSSE based on 1000 simulation replicates of the reduced (80 specimens) data set for each MI technique (m = 5) and percentage of missing data under the 3 simulated patterns of missing data distributions: MCAR (a), MNAR under taxonomic bias (b), and MNAR under anatomic bias (c); (d-f): insets of (a-c) for better visualization, including 1st-3rd quartile confidence intervals (decays between symbols for each percentage of missing data for graphical convenience only).
for "Hmisc-reg" and "Hmisc-pmm", respectively (see Materials and Methods section). Moreover, they show a dramatic increase in error from 35% of missing data onward under MCAR (Fig. 3a,d ) and MNAR/taxonomic bias (Fig. 3b,e) missing data distributions. Using only the two first components, the MI-PCA technique generate the largest amount of errors, while estimated errors when more than four principal components are used show values in the same range as "Amelia", "Norm", and "Mice" (Supplementary Material S1.1, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.f0b50). Different numbers of DA iterations were tested for the "Norm" technique, with indistinguishable error differences. Reduced data set-based simulations show similar relative efficiencies between imputation methods over the three patterns of missing data distribution ( Fig. 4 ; see Methods section for computations using the "Amelia" technique), except for the two "Hmisc" techniques which show highly increased errors, and for the two "Mice" techniques above 40% of missing values.
Coverage
For both full (226 specimens) and reduced (80 specimens) data sets, the coverage probability, that is, the probability that any individual's expected PCA coordinate (based on the analysis of the complete data set) falls within the 95% confidence interval associated with its averaged MI-data set PCA coordinate, was calculated for each MI technique and proportion of missing data under the three missing data distribution patterns (Fig. 5) . In all cases, all MI techniques show a coverage probability well above the nominal 95% level when dealing with a very low amount of missing data (5%; in all cases corresponding to very low PSSE values, thus indicating a high fit between original and average imputed values).
Based on the full data set, the MICE ("pmm" and "norm") and Amelia imputation methods show coverage probabilities above the 95% level for the three distribution patterns of missing data (Fig. 5a-c) . The "Hmisc-pmm" technique remains around the 95% nominal level for MCAR and MNAR/taxonomic bias distribution patterns (Fig. 5a,b) , but falls dramatically under 90% with >5% of missing data under MNAR/anatomic bias (Fig. 5c ). On the other hand, the "Hmisc-reg" technique shows the worst coverage probabilities, with coverage under 95% with only 15% of missing data under MCAR and MNAR/taxonomic bias distribution patterns, and 10% under an MNAR/anatomic bias pattern. The "Norm" technique shows a coverage probability below 95% with >20% of missing data under an MNAR/anatomic bias distribution pattern, and with >30% for MCAR and MNAR/taxonomic distribution patterns. Finally, the MI-PCA technique has a good coverage probability under an MCAR mechanism, but falls below 95% with >40% and >30% of missing data under MNAR/taxonomic and MNAR/anatomic biases patterns, respectively.
Coverage probabilities calculated for the reduced data set (Fig. 5d-f) show that the "Norm" technique falls below 95% from 20% of missing data onward under the three missing data distribution patterns. "MI-PCA" coverage probability falls below 95% from 30% of missing data onward under an MCAR and MNAR/taxonomic bias pattern and from 20% with missing data onward under an MNAR/anatomic bias pattern. Coverage probabilities obtained for the "Micepmm" and "Mice-norm" techniques are similar to those obtained for the full data set (Fig. 5a-c) ; however, "Hmisc-pmm" and "Hmisc-reg" techniques show here very high coverage probabilities (100%), contrary to those obtained for the full data set.
Superimposition of MI Configurations
As an example of the use of MI to assess the reliability of imputed specimens in a multivariate analysis (here, a PCA), Figure 6 shows the 95% individual confidence ellipses calculated from Procrustes superimposition of 20 imputed configurations obtained with the "Mice-pmm" and "Hmisc-pmm" techniques on the reduced and complete data sets with 10% of missing data under an MNAR/anatomic bias distribution pattern of missing values. For both data sets, the "Hmisc-pmm" technique shows larger 95% confidence ellipses relatively to the "Mice-pmm" technique, leading to a very high overall coverage probability (Supplementary Materials S1.3 and S1.4, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.f0b50). When combined with a larger median PSSE value for this MI technique, this indicates that "Hmisc-pmm" actually does a relatively poor job in estimating missing values in this example, generating large uncertainties in absolute and relative specimens' locations within the ordinated space. Conversely, the "Mice-pmm" technique returns small 95% confidence ellipses for most of the imputed specimens, associated with a relatively small median PSSE value and large overall coverage probability (Supplementary Materials S1.3 and S1.4, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.f0b50). This indicates that this MI technique estimates missing values leading to accurate absolute and relative specimens' locations within the ordinated space. Ultimately, for any given imputed data set and MI technique, this simple graph allows the identification of the specimens with uncertain PCA coordinates due to MI, making possible an iterative removal procedure in order to improve the overall reliability of the PCA result with a minimum loss of individuals.
Number of MI
The stability of the estimated missing values was tested depending on m, the number of MIs used for all MI techniques (Fig. 7) . Simulations with 10% of missing data under an MCAR pattern of missing data distribution show that the variability of the PSSE decreases with increasing m. In most cases, stability is reached with a minimum of ∼20 imputed data sets. Using m = 5 shows increased errors in average, except with techniques using predictive mean matching ("Hmisc-pmm" and "Micepmm"), where the median PSSE value for each set of simulations appears independent of m (Fig. 7) .
Based on this result, we re-run all the simulations with m = 20 in order to check the relations between the percentage of missing values, the PSSE and the coverage probability for stability (Supplementary Material S1.3, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.f0b50). Results show that increasing m generates more accurate estimates (i.e., lower PSSE and higher coverage probability), but does not modify the relative behavior and quality of the various MI techniques.
DISCUSSION
Missing data are a relatively common phenomenon in morphometrics, particularly with archeological and paleontological material, leading a few authors to challenge missing data estimation through simulationbased studies (Holt and Benfer 2000; Strauss et al. 2003; Couette and White 2010; Brown et al. 2012) . These previous works focused on the error increase in relation to the proportion of missing data, in order to propose some rule-of-thumb thresholds (e.g., an increase of more than three times in magnitude of the recorded error is used to decide at which proportion of missing data the estimations became unreliable; Strauss et al. 2003) . As noted by Brown et al. (2012) , error thresholds were empirically derived, but in turn, effects of such errors on multivariate (e.g., ordination) analyses were never assessed. Moreover, such thresholds actually depend on the data set configuration over which they have been estimated, since the numbers of variables and specimens, the size and shape-range covered, the distribution pattern of missing data, as well as the imputation method itself, have dramatic effects on these limits (Strauss et al. 2003; Brown et al. 2012) . Instead of defining some new, more or less arbitrary threshold limit(s), our study focuses on the use of MIs as a tool to evaluate the uncertainty in missing data estimation due to the relative abundance and distribution pattern of missing information in an incomplete data set. Hence, our objectives are to determine: (i) the relative accuracy and precision (coverage probability) of different MI methods; (ii) the effect of the number of MI used; and (iii) how to assess individual's reliability of missing data estimates.
MI Accuracy
As also evidenced by Brown et al. (2012) based on the same crocodile data set analysed through three SI techniques, our simulation results show important differences in estimation accuracy, most particularly depending on the imputation method, and to a lesser extent on the distribution pattern of missing data (MCAR or MNAR with a taxonomical or anatomical bias; Figs. 3 and 4 ; Supplementary Materials S1.2-S1.4, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.f0b50). Remarkably, the two MNAR processes impact the MI accuracy differently. On the one hand, MNAR/taxonomic bias shows similar effects to the MCAR process (as also observed for SI methods by Brown et al. 2012 ), leading to exponential-like relations between the percentage of missing values and PSSE. On the other hand, the MNAR/anatomic bias pattern of missing data distribution generates more linear relations, corresponding to PSSE values markedly lower than MCAR and MNAR/taxonomic bias values above ∼40% of missing data, for all MI techniques but regression-based ones (the two "Hmisc" techniques). These results are consistent with Brown et al.'s (2012) observations, and are the logical consequence of a high level of among-variable covariation within the analysed data set. As covariation relates to information redundancy between variables, on average a taxonomical bias more heavily and nonrandomly affects variables' distributions, and thus imputation accuracy than an anatomical bias.
Indeed, in all three distribution patterns of missing data, the two "Hmisc" techniques return quickly increasing PSSE with increasing percentage of missing values, making it impossible to provide missing value estimates above 20-25% missing values when working on the reduced (80 specimens) data set, and above 35-40% missing values under MNAR/anatomic bias when working on the full (226 specimens) data set. This illustrates the much greater sensitivity (lower robustness) of these two regression-based MI techniques to the amount of missing values and level of anatomic bias in the pattern of missing data distribution, precluding an accurate estimation of the overall structure of covariance in relatively small and/or incomplete data sets.
Overall, in both the full and reduced data sets, our simulations show that all MI techniques but the two "Hmisc" algorithms perform as well as, or even better than "BPCA" (the SI technique generating the best estimation results fide Brown et al. 2012 ) for all three distribution patterns of missing data. "BPCA" achieves accuracy levels (PSSE values) comparable to the two "Mice" techniques in all cases but highly degraded data sets (≥40% of missing values) under MCAR and MNAR/taxonomic bias, where the MI techniques clearly outperform "BPCA". Better estimations are reached by the "Amelia" and "Norm" MI techniques, both using an EM algorithm, than by "BPCA" for all amounts and distribution patterns of missing data. Nevertheless, "Amelia" appears more sensitive than "Norm" to the number of specimens relative to the number of variables, as well as to the percentage of missing data. Hence, "Amelia" works well for the full data set with <25% of missing data, but crashes before reaching a substantial number of simulation replicates on the reduced data set.
MI Coverage of the Expected Values
Although it is easy to derive from several MIdata sets a unique (averaged) imputed data set that can be analysed as an SI data set, the goal of MI is not primarily to produce values as close as possible to the original. Instead, MI is a simulationbased approach which handles missing data in a way allowing for valid statistical inference (Rubin 1987) . From that point of view, MI is particularly appropriate to assess the uncertainty introduced by missing values into a multivariate analysis of the imputed data set. This is done through combination of the MI-data set results, producing confidence intervals that incorporate this uncertainty. The main goal of this study was to explore the coverage of the expected values by the confidence intervals generated by MI techniques. Simultaneous comparisons of the relative accuracies and coverage probabilities of the seven studied MI techniques allow us to determine which technique displays the best compromise of statistical performances (Supplementary Materials S1.2 and S1.3, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.f0b50).
Coverage of the expected values by the MI techniques was calculated for the full and reduced data sets (Fig. 5) . Results indicate that "Hmisc" methods are highly sensitive to sample size and percentage of missing values, and tend to generate very large SEs in highly corrupted situations-the reason why a ∼100% coverage is maintained with the reduced data sets until the algorithms collapse in spite of large, exponentially increasing associated PSSE. These results may be due to: (i) the inappropriateness of the regression-model assumptions; (ii) the non-monotonic pattern of missing data distribution when using sequential regressionbased methods; (iii) a diffusion effect of the Procrustes error on specimens with no missing data (Siegel and Benson 1982) ; or (iv) a combination of these three explanations. Our simulation study shows more extreme results for the "Hmisc-reg" technique since missing values are imputed by randomly adding a residual quantity that can dramatically affect the variability range. For instance, with only 10% missing data in the reduced data set, "Hmisc-pmm" MI configurations show large confidence ellipses when compared with MI configurations obtained with "Mice-pmm" on the same altered data set (Fig. 6) .
For the "Norm" and "MI-PCA" techniques, the coverage probability decreases in all cases when the percentage of missing data increases, especially under MNAR/anatomic pattern of missing data distribution, where the PSSE also more strongly increases with the percentage of missing data (Figs. 3 and 5; Supplementary Materials S1.2-S1.4, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.f0b50). The loss of parameters with the reduction of the sample size tends to decrease the coverage probabilities of these techniques ( Fig. 5d-f) . The "Norm" technique is a joint modeling approach that involves specifying a multivariate distribution for the missing data (Schafer 1997) . For simulation convenience, a "non-informative" prior distribution was used since in the vast majority of data analyses, prior ignorance about model parameters works well (Schafer and Olsen 1998) . However, prior assumption of multivariate normal distribution is frequently violated with small samples, sparse data, or a high percentage of missing data (Schafer 1997; Schafer and Olsen 1998) . Coverage results obtained here are consistent with this, and highlight the need to choose an informative prior distribution in such cases in order to avoid a spurious underestimation of MI-based variability reflecting the estimate uncertainty.
Similarly, the "MI-PCA" technique provides solutions that are dependent on the number of dimensions chosen a priori and the uncertainty is reflected by a bootstrap procedure on the residuals of the last dimensions of the PCA (Josse et al. 2011) . Accordingly, the number of dimensions to be used is crucial and should be estimated a priori by cross-validation for a specific data set although this approach is computationally expensive. An important drawback with this technique is the need for a compromise between gain in accuracy and decrease in coverage probabilities, which is associated with overfitting (particularly with sparse data) when too many parameters have to be estimated from the observed data (Ilin and Raiko 2010) . In contrast, the two "Mice" techniques show relatively high coverage probabilities for all percentages of missing data in the full as well as reduced data sets. "Mice" use a FCS approach which specifies on a variable-by-variable basis the multivariate model for each incomplete variable by a set of conditional densities (van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorm 2011) . This approach may perform better than joint modeling approaches such as "Norm" when no suitable prior distributions can be found. However, "Mice" techniques experience greater increase in error (PSSE) than "Norm" when dealing with large percentages of missing data (Figs. 3 and 4) .
Number of MIs
Noting the effect of the number of imputations on the stability of missing value estimates is not a new result (e.g., Horton and Lipsitz 2001; Graham et al. 2007 ). Our simulations show that not only the variability of the estimate is affected by the number of MI, but also the median value of the error estimate (Fig. 7) . This means that the number of MI not only impacts the variability of missing data estimates, but also that a low number of MI may affect the accuracy of the estimates. Interestingly, PMM-based methods "Hmisc-pmm" and "Mice-pmm" display relative stability of the mean error estimates with respect to the number of MI. This relative stability is probably due to the semi-parametric nature of the PMM algorithm, which imputes only values that are actually observed, making this approach particularly useful to preserve nonlinear relations within the data set. One of the interesting properties of using PMM is that no "illegal" values are created (e.g., negative values when extrapolation is done as with regression methods). In contrast, PMM produces artificially low SEs by reducing the between-imputation variability when the number of predictors is small.
In our study, results show that more (say, at least 20 with as few as 10% of missing data; Fig. 7 ) than m = 5 imputations must be used in MI procedures to reach reasonably stable inferences. Nevertheless, our simulation results (relative accuracy and coverage probability) remain qualitatively unchanged with higher m-values (Supplementary Material S1.3, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.f0b50), suggesting that this parameter does not affect the relative behavior and quality of the compared MI techniques. Thus, instead of proposing here a threshold value for m, we rather suggest the use of a relative high number of MI (e.g., m = 100), because computational time is no longer a heavy constraint, unless one is working with huge data sets (Marshall et al. 2009 ).
Graphical Representation of the MI Error
Procrustes analysis is a classical tool for measuring and comparing the match between multivariate data sets (e.g., Gower 1966; Peres Neto and Jackson 2001; Schneider and Borlund 2007) . It is often used to derive a goodness-of-fit statistic that summarizes the overall resemblance between two configurations (here, the sum of squared errors between a complete and an imputed configuration). However, one of the unique advantages in using Procrustes analysis is its ability to enable a graphical assessment of individual's matching between the two data set configurations. This particularity is useful in order to graphically display the confidence 216 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 63 ellipse associated with each imputed specimen by scaling the PCA configurations of the m MI-data set to the averaged MI-data set PCA configuration by procrustean rotations (Fig. 6) . Such an approach can be seen as a way to display the effects of measurement error biases on a given analysis (e.g., measurement of the same data set by different observers). Displaying the MIdata set configurations on the reference data set allows visualization of how an individual is affected by the imputation procedure in the reduced space relative to the variation explained by each principal component. The use of MI also allows depiction of the relative magnitude in change of an individual position depending on the uncertainty of the imputation. In other words, as estimation's variability in MI depends on the missing information rate contained in the imputed data set, projections of the MI-data sets give information about the confidence one can attribute to an individual point estimate. Large dispersion of imputed values for a given specimen with missing data can occur, especially when the amount of missing data in that specimen is large and/or the sample is small, or when missing values are located in variables that explain most of the variation in the principal component(s) under scrutiny.
The least-square fitting criterion used for matching the PCA configurations can allocate changes in all objects, even those without imputed data (Siegel and Benson 1982) . As a result, SE could be inflated and the coverage probability overestimated in simulations with large amount of missing data, resulting in large incongruence in estimations and matching of the configurations (as possibly observed for the "Hmisc-pmm" results). In such a case, overestimation is a confounding factor when estimating coverage probabilities and makes it difficult to assess graphically the impact of imputed data with several overlapping confidence ellipses. It may be noted, however, that uncertainty around imputed individuals may remain larger than uncertainty around complete specimens. Instead of using Procrustes fitting, Josse et al. (2011) proposed to consider the projection of the MIdata sets onto the reference data set as supplementary elements in order to assess the stability of the individuals due to missing values. However, this approach does not allow assessment of the stability of eigenvalues and vectors due to the uncertainty of the estimates. Caution must also be taken when using projection of Procrustes superimposition of the m configurations when some principal components share close eigenvalues, due to axis reordering (Jackson 1995; Peres-Neto et al. 2003) . Nevertheless, Peres-Neto et al. (2003) have provided a method to address this issue.
Finally, when dealing with a large amount of missing data, it may be useful first to "optimize" the data set, when possible, using preliminary stepwise procedures that minimize the loss of data and the number of missing values to estimate (Strauss and Atanassov 2006) . Indeed, considerable errors appear unavoidable when about half of the data or more need to be estimated. On the other hand, the benefit of using imputed data over complete case analysis may be questionable when there are few missing data in a large data set, since the analysis of an imputed data set may not give any additional information in that case (Marshall et al. 2010) . Nevertheless, even if not abundant in the analysed data set, the specimens with missing values may be of special interest, thus legitimating data set imputation. In such a case, the graphical approach discussed here, by allowing the assessment of individual's variability due to the imputation procedure, may be particularly useful, all the more when dealing with relatively small data sets, as is frequently the case in archeological or paleontological studies.
CONCLUSION
As discussed at length in the literature about SI or MI techniques, the goal of imputation is not to estimate the exact value of the missing measurements, but rather to estimate these values in such a way that descriptive parameters of the data set are preserved, and thus subsequent completedata analytical methods are minimally affected by the missing data points. Whereas imputation accuracy necessarily decreases when the percentage of missing values increases, this relation directly depends on the selected imputation technique and the study data set (Brown et al. 2012 ; this study). Indeed, most cutoffs already proposed in the morphometric literature are affected by several parameters such as the sample size, the distribution of missing cases, and even the range of allometric/isometric scaling (Strauss et al. 2003; Brown et al. 2012 ). In addition, most paleontological data sets are basically incomplete, and frequently include specimens and data without extant relatives, thus precluding any simulation-based threshold estimation.
We show here that MI techniques can be used in morphometric studies to display the uncertainty of the estimation due to the rate and distribution of missing values in the analysed data set. Moreover, Procrustes superimposition (Gower 1971; Schneider and Borlund 2007) allows the computation and graphical visualization of this uncertainty into the multivariate analysis result (Josse et al. 2011) . Ultimately, visualization of the MI-induced individual confidence intervals on the ordination axes allows assessment of the reliability of the relative location of imputed specimens in the ordinated space, based on individual's distribution of this MI-induced error on the ordination axes, and on the biological relevance of these axes. In this way, MI can be seen as a simulation method that generates itself, for any given analysed data set, its own estimation threshold by directly identifying those imputed data points with unreliable locations in the ordinated space.
Our simulation results show that MI techniques are as efficient as, if not slightly more efficient than, SI techniques in producing accurate estimates of missing values, and are also remarkably robust to the violation of some basic assumptions such as the occurrence of taxonomically or anatomically biased patterns of missing data distribution. Clearly,
